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Dear Parents/Guardians,

In September 2020, the Interlake School Division teachers, in both English and French programs, began

participating in professional learning in the area of Structured Literacy. As a result, our school-wide teaching

practices related to reading, writing and spelling have changed to align with this approach.
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WHAT IS STRUCTURED LITERACY.?

Structured Literacy is an evidence-based

approach which is grounded in the

Science of Reading. The term "science of

reading" refers to the research that a

large group of reading experts (especially

cognitive scientists using MRI imaging of

brains) have conducted on how we learn

to read. This body of knowledge- over

twenty years in the making- has helped to

form the evidence-based, most inclusive

approach to reading instruction, known

as Structured Literacy.

Our previous approach to reading

instruction, or Typical Literacy Practices

(TLP), are based on the belief that

learning to read was like learning to speak. They hold that repeated visual exposure to words along with "guessing"

or predicting words by their first letter, picture clues or context, would naturally lead to the ability to read. This

method worked for some students, but not for all. Based on multiple studies, The Ladder of Reading, pictured

above, demonstrates how 60% of students will struggle to learn to read proficiently using TLP. Using a Structured

Literacy approach, ̂  students can become proficient readers.

HOW IS IT DIFFERENT FROM WHAT WE HAVE DONE IN THE PAST?

While there are many differences between Typical Literacy Practices (TLP)and a Structured Literacy (SL) approach
to literacy instruction, three of the major differences are:

• SL teaches phonics (sound-letter relationships) explicitly and systematically, with prerequisite skills being taught

first, while TLP do not emphasize the explicit teaching of phonics skills, even for beginners

• SL uses decodable texts based (texts that reflect specific phonics patterns based on what skills the students have

learned), while TLP see students using leveled, predictable texts that do not easily lend themselves to the
application of phonics skills

• SL encourages students to look carefully at printed words and apply decoding skills to unfamiliar words, while

TLP would provide prompts for reading unfamiliar words that may emphasize context or pictures instead of the

consistent application of phonics skills

HOW WILL THIS IMPACT HOW PARENfTS WORK WITH THEIR CHILDREN AT HOME?

Home reading and spelling programs will look differently than in previous years. Your child will not get a book

every night or a list of spelling words to practice. Until they have mastered all of the necessary skills for decoding

words (this can take up to 3 years), students will receive appropriate decodable texts and activities to practice

their literacy skills at home. Examples of literacy activities may include:




